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Executive Summary 

Deliverable D2.3 is associated with Task 2.3 “Climatic hazard related information collection and processing 
tools” that includes the implementation of several data processing tools within EU-CIRCLE for the 
temporal/spatial reprocessing of climate hazards parameters and producing climate related parameters 
that impact the operation and state of critical infrastructures, in order to facilitate their precise 
introduction into the web-based application of CIRP. 

Data processing tools and diverse models are developed and described during the execution of Task 2.3 
and presented in deliverable D2.3. Such tools include the following: 

 Climate processing tools that include: 

o Scripts for the primarily processing of climate data, like NCO, CDO, NCL etc. 

o Tools or models for production of localized climate projections (statistical (SD) and 
dynamical downscaling (DD)), 

 Generation tools for the estimation of climate outputs of climate hazards parameters and 
descriptive indices in order to evaluate the intensity and frequency of rare events, such as expected 
climate values for various return periods, probability and frequency of exceedance of critical values 
of (extreme) weather events. 

 Scenario selection tool of various threat scenarios that are likely to occur and may cause to CI 
significant impacts, since the present situation and the climate change are understood (e.g. type of 
hazards, return period of event) 

 Hazard Tools for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of hazards (floods and forest fires) based 
on the scenarios of the five case studies. 

For the description of the aforementioned data processing tools, it was mandatory to construct specific 
Report - Tables in order to gather all the necessary and basic information that provides each tool for the 
user. Each table contains a short description of the tool and its scope, the input and output data files, the 
coding language that uses and its application within EU-CIRCLE. The final output of this task is to provide 
the tools in a format suitable for introduction into the web-based application (CIRP). 
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1 Introduction  

Within the EU-CIRCLE project, the implementation of several data processing tools and diverse models is 
mandatory in order to produce the appropriate climate related indicators that affect the operation of CI. 
The objective of the deliverable is to provide a general description of the processing tools that that were 
developed and applied for this purpose and thereafter their introduction to CIRP for the entire assessment 
of the risk for any critical infrastructure and climate hazard.  

More specifically, deliverable D2.3 is associated with Task 2.3 “Climatic hazard related information 
collection and processing tools” that includes the implementation of several data processing tools within 
EU-CIRCLE for the temporal/spatial reprocessing of climate hazards parameters and producing climate 
related parameters that impact the operation and state of critical infrastructures to facilitate their precise 
introduction into the web-based application of CIRP. 

Data processing tools and diverse models are developed and described during the execution of Task 2.3 
and presented in deliverable D2.3.  

The primary analysis of climate data involves handmade scripts to read standard meteorological formats, 
perform operations for the selection and the extraction on the appropriate spatial and temporal 
resolutions of the climate datasets and prepare input files for the impact assessment on the desired format. 
This process included scripts for the primarily processing of climate data, like ,NCO, CDO, NCL etc. In 
addition, downscaling methods were presented, such as tools and models for production of localized 
climate projections (statistical (SD) and dynamical downscaling (DD) which make it possible to estimate the 
effect of a large-scale climate change’s processes on local climatic variables of interest. 

The core element of the EU-CIRCLE Risk Management Framework involves the estimation of likelihood or 
probability of occurrence of a rare event in order to generate indicators related to the risks or to climate 
indices that give measure of a risk appearing or not. For this analysis, generation tools have been 
developed, based on thresholds of climate outputs of climate hazards parameters and descriptive indices 
related to specified critical values of Critical Infrastructures, aiming to estimate the probability of 
occurrence of extreme events or its climate values for various return periods under the specific scenario, 
methodologies like Extreme Value Theory, PDF analysis etc. In addition, since the present situation and the 
climate change are understood (e.g. type of hazards, return period of event), there was developed a 
scenario selection tool of various threat scenarios that that are likely to occur and may cause to CI 
significant impacts. 

A special section includes the description of Hazard Tools. This analysis, inherently linked to climate 
information, imposes the use of secondary effects models for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
the simulation of hazards (floods and forest fires) based on the scenarios of the five case studies. Their 
metadata will be derived corresponding impacts on the various infrastructures which will determine the 
damages and lead to economic loss evaluation. For instance, FIRETACTIC propagation tool simulates various 
fire ignitions under various heat waves climate conditions to derive thermal impacts on the various 
infrastructures.  

In the final section, a set of geospatial processing tools are described, useful to re-project, re-grid and re-
map the primary climate data derived from the climate databases and climatological models, in order to 
prepare input files in the appropriate format for the CIRP and SimICI. 

For the description of the aforementioned data processing tools, it was mandatory to construct specific 
Report - Tables in order to gather all the necessary and basic information that provides each tool to the 
user. Each table contains a short description of the tool and its scope, the input and output data files, the 
coding language that it uses and its application within EU-CIRCLE. The final output of this task is to provide 
the tools in a format suitable for introduction into the web-based application (CIRP). 

This deliverable takes into consideration the first findings of the work within D2.1 and D2.2 for the next 
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steps, and is strongly linked to other work packages, especially from WP3 and WP5 (Figure 1): 

 D2.1: Objective of existing climate information and metadata was to perform an assessment of the 
status and capabilities of climate and weather forecasting related models, their potential suitability 
and limitations in being utilized for assessing the climate related hazards on the operation of CI at 
different temporal and spatial scales. Furthermore, to provide an overview of Secondary effect 
models related to climate hazards (floods, forest fires, etc.). In general, D2.1 provided the starting 
reference for the subsequent analysis for specific EU-CIRCLE case studies 

 D2.2: Based on the previous deliverable, D2.2 serves to list relevant climate related databases, 
meteorological services, weather forecasting models over Europe (focusing on the location of the 
project case studies) according to their potential suitability, data availability, their accessibility 
(access policy of the data), as well as the limitations in being utilized. 

Additionally, D2.3 is linked to D2.4, which will be presented in the ongoing work and will describe the 
metadata to cover all sources of climate parameters and related hazards relevant to the project, in order to 
provide the harmonized format, units, symbols etc., which will be used in CIRP. 

After the collection of all related climate information from available sources and their processing through 
developing tools inside and outside CIRP platform, the core element of the EU-CIRCLE Risk Management 
Framework (see Step-2, section 3.2.2), involves the estimation of likelihood/probability of occurrence, 
linked to D3.4, in order to generate: 

1. An estimation of the probability of occurrence of the hazard under the specific scenario and based on 
quantitative critical values derived from the examined scenario. 

2. All necessary data that are needed to estimate the impact of the hazard to the infrastructures.  

EU-CIRCLE risk modeling could make use of any type of climate information on a temporal and spatial 
scaling (depending on the requirements of the scenario under examination) using multiple sources of 
climate data. The preparation of data series must include long and quality-controlled daily observational 
series to evaluate the intensity and frequency of rare events that lie far in the tails of the probability 
distribution of weather variables. Indicators refer directly to climate parameters related to the risks or to 
climate indices that give measure of a risk appearing or not. Based on the threshold and the indicators that 
have been specified and the processed data, we calculate the probability of occurrence of the risk scenario 
or its return period.  
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Figure 1 Link to other Deliverables and WPs 

Another part of D2.3, linked to D3.2, refers to the definition of climate related CI critical event parameters 
and CI exposure to vulnerabilities. This task includes the tool used for a statistical analysis module based on 
EVT for the frequency distribution estimation and Spatial Statistics to assess related distributions of the 
critical event parameters. Additionally, D3.3, involves the assessment of the impacts of extreme natural 
hazards on CI through impact assessment models. The analysis will be applied using a combination of 
existing impact assessment models and methodologies that range from simple damage assessment 
functions to advanced simulation models suitably parameterized and customized for the different types of 
CI and extreme natural hazards. 

All these processing tools that will be developed in subsequent stages of the EU-CIRCLE project will be 
implemented to CIRP (WP5) platform and will support end-users to examine the risks within their critical 
infrastructures and evaluate strategies for resilience and adaptation. 

Please note that this Deliverable is of type OTHER. Thus, only a short description of used tools for climate 
processing should be provided in accordance to the suggested format to introduce and collect them for the 
facilitation to be incorporated in CIRP platform.  

1.1 Description of Input Table 

For the description of the processing tools and models, it was necessary to construct an analytical table to 
gather the appropriate information that provides each tool/model to the user. Each table named with the 
corresponding processing tool and the partner that may develop or utilize it, will serve as a report where 
the user can run through, in order to get the general idea about the diverse models and tools that were 
introduced in CIRP for the processing of climate data. This table is divided in several fields that had to be 
completed from the corresponding partner and are described in the following lines: 

Scope and Use:  

The first field involves a brief description of what the tool does and what its scope is. 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework:  

In this field the developer or user must describe how this tool serves within the project. 

Use in case studies: 
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In this field the partner explains the utilization of the tool more specifically according to the need of the 
case study and which one is applied. 

Coding Language: 

The partner must provide the definition of the coding language that the processing tool or the model was 
developed. 

Input Data and Output Data:  

Description of the type of input and output data of the tool/model, according to the parameters and their 
units, the format of the data (ASCII, tables, NetCDF, GIS, etc.) and the definition of spatial/temporal 
resolution of these parameters. 

Uncertainty (if any): 

Definition of the uncertainty (if any) of the processing tool/model 

References/Citations:  

Reference/citation to the published source for the purpose of acknowledging the relevance work of the 
processing tool.  

Basic Information of tool: 

In a few lines the user must present short general description of the processing tool, the main developer, 
the general idea of the tool and which version is used in the EU-CIRCLE framework. 

Photos/screen shoots: 

A figure with a screenshot during the execution or the result of the processing tool - model. 
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2 Climate processing tools 

The primary analysis of climate data involves handmade scripts to read standard meteorological formats, 
perform operations for the selection and the extraction on the appropriate spatial and temporal 
resolutions of the climate datasets and prepare input files for any further process on the desired format. In 
addition, downscaling model methods make it possible to estimate the effect of a large-scale climate 
change’s processes on local climatic variables of interest. Each tool is presented in the following 
subsections. 

2.1 Scripts for processing climate data 

 

CDO is set of command line instructions used to perform most common data manipulation operations on 
standard climate and NWP datasets. The NCAR Command Language (NCL) is a free interpreted language 
designed specifically for scientific data processing and visualization. NCO and is set of command line 
instructions used to perform most common data manipulation operations on standard climate and NWP 
datasets. A detailed description of these tools is presented below:   

Climate Data Operators (CDO) 

Partner DHMZ 

Scope and Use  

CDO is set of command line instructions used to perform most common 
data manipulation operations on standard climate and NWP datasets. 
One of its advantages is the user-friendly syntax. 
 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
CDO can be used to prepare input files for the CIRP and SimICI, or as an 
intermediate step for any software than can read standard 
meteorological formats (e.g. netCDF3, netcdf4, GRIB1, GRIB2).  

Use in case studies 
CDO is used to (1) select specific periods, (2) select specific sub-areas 
from the regional climate models’ output available from the ESGF system. 

Coding Language 
CDO instructions can be incorporated in standard Unix shell scripts such 
as Bash scripts. 

Input Data 

Input data for CDO should be in GRIB1, GRIB2, and netCDF3 or netCDF4 
format. Several other formats are also supported.  

(check the CDO Documentation  
https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo/wiki/Cdo#Documentation) 

Output Data 
Output data from CDO can be in the GRIB1, GRIB2, netCDF3, netCDF4 or 
ASCII formats. 

Uncertainty (if any) 
- 

 

References / Citations  
Schulzweida, U. (2017), CDO User Guide, 
https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo/embedded/cdo.pdf  

Basic Information of tool 
Version 1.9.1 is available as of October 2017. 

Under Ubuntu system, the installation is trivial “sudo apt-get install cdo” 

Photos / screen shoots CDO is a command line tool without the graphical interface.  
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NCL 

Partner Partner Name 

Scope and Use  

The NCAR Command Language (NCL), a product of the Computational & 
Information Systems Laboratory at the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR) and sponsored by the National Science Foundation, is a 
free interpreted language designed specifically for scientific data 
processing and visualization.  
 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
The NCAR Command Language (NCL) is used to read the netCDF climate 
global data and either extract the information needed in ASCII format, or 
print the values of a variable in a specific date and point (lon/lat). 

Use in case studies All 

Coding Language 
NCL instructions can be incorporated in standard Unix shell scripts such 
as Bash scripts 

Input Data 
Format ASCII, netCDF, binary, grib 

Type Spatial/Temporal  

Output Data 
Format ASCII, netCDF, binary, grib, png, jpg 

Type Spatial/Temporal 

Uncertainty (if any) NaN 

References / Citations  http://dx.doi.org/10.5065/D6WD3XH5 

Basic Information of tool 

NCL comes with many useful built-in functions and procedures for 
processing and manipulating data. There are over 600 functions and 
procedures that include routines for: 

 use specifically with climate and model data  

 computing empirical orthogonal functions, Fourier coefficients, 
singular value decomposition, averages, standard deviations, sin, 
cosine, log, min, max, etc.  

 retrieving and converting date information  

 drawing primitives (lines, filled areas, and markers), wind barbs, 
weather map symbols, isosurfaces, and other graphical objects  

 robust file handling  

 1-dimensional, 2-dimensional, and 3-dimensional interpolation, 
approximation, and re-gridding  

 facilitating computer analysis of scalar and vector global geophysical 
quantities (most are based on the package known as Spherepack)  

 retrieving environment variables and executing system commands  

NCL supports calling C and Fortran external routines, which makes NCL 
infinitely configurable. 

Photos / screen shoots - 

 

http://www.cisl.ucar.edu/
http://www.cisl.ucar.edu/
http://www.ncar.ucar.edu/
http://www.nsf.gov/
http://dx.doi.org/10.5065/D6WD3XH5
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NetCDF Operator (NCO) 

Partner DHMZ 

Scope and Use  

NCO is set of command line instructions used to perform most 
common data manipulation operations on standard climate and 
NWP datasets (similar functionality in some aspect to CDO). 
 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 

NCO can be used to prepare input files for the CIRP and SimICI, or 
as an intermediate step for any software than can read standard 
meteorological formats (e.g. netCDF3, netcdf4; like CDO). 

 

Use in case studies 

NCO is used e.g. to extract or modify metadata from the regional 
climate models’ output available from the ESGF system. 

 

Coding Language 

NCO instructions can be incorporated in standard Unix shell 
scripts such as Bash scripts (similar to CDO). 

 

Input Data 

Input data for NCO should be in the netCDF3 or netCDF4 format. 
Several other formats also supported (check the NCO 
Documentation  http://nco.sourceforge.net/nco.html) 

 

Output Data 

Output data from NCO can be in the netCDF3, netCDF4, binary or 
ASCII formats (similar to CDO). 

 

Uncertainty (if any) - 

References / Citations  

Zender, C. S. (2008), Analysis of Self-describing Gridded 
Geoscience Data with NetCDF Operators (NCO), Environ. Modell. 
Softw., 23(10), 1338-1342, doi:10.1016/j.envsoft.2008.03.004.  

Zender, C. S. (2017), NetCDF Operator (NCO) User Guide, 
http://nco.sf.net/nco.pdf. 

  

Basic Information of tool 

Version 4.7.0 is available as of November 2017.  

Under Ubuntu system, the installation is trivial “sudo apt-get 
install nco” 

 

Photos / screen shoots NCO is a command line tool without the graphical interface. 

 

2.2 Empirical Statistical Downscaling Tool 

 

Empirical-statistical downscaling tool makes it possible to estimate the effect of a large-scale climate 
change on local climatic variables, such as temperature, precipitation or aspects influenced by climate. 

http://nco.sourceforge.net/nco.html
http://nco.sf.net/nco.pdf
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ESD TOOL 

Partner METNO 

Scope and Use  

Empirical-statistical downscaling makes it possible to estimate the 
effect of a large-scale climate change on local climatic variables, such 
as temperature, precipitation or aspects influenced by climate. It is 
implemented through the R-package ‘esd’ which also facilitates data 
processing and more general analysis. 
 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 

The ‘esd’ tool has been adapted and further developed to provide 
climate information for the case studies in EU-CIRCLE, but in addition, 
it offers many basic and general functions for data (pre/post) 
processing. 

Use in case studies Case studies 1, 3,4, and 5 

Coding Language R programming language 

Input Data 

Parameters (units) 

precipitation (mm/day), temperature (deg. C), sea level pressure 
(hPa), sea surface temperature (deg. C), number of fires (-), wind 
(m/s), sea level (m) 

Format: binary (Rda), netCDF, ASCII  

 

Output Data 

Number of events exceeding a critical value of the following indices:  
Burned Areas, Number of simultaneous fires, synoptic storms, number 
of ship accidents, sea level rise. 

Format: Rda, netCDF, ASCII, csv  

 

Uncertainty (if any) 
multi-model ensemble confidence interval 

 

References / Citations  
https://github.com/metno/esd/blob/master/esd.pdf 

 

Basic Information of tool 

ESD tool (‘esd’ package version 1.7009) is an R-package freely 
available by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (MET Norway) for 
retrieving and manipulating large samples of meteorological, climate 
and model data from various sources (local as well as global climate 
data sets), including conversion tools to a standardised format. The 
package additionally contains suitable functionalities for performing 
various statistical analyses and statistical downscaling of climate 
model outputs. 

 

Photos / screen shoots  

 

https://github.com/metno/esd/blob/master/esd.pdf
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2.3  Dynamic Downscaling 

 

Dynamical downscaling refers to the use of high-resolution regional simulations to dynamically extrapolate 
the effects of large-scale climate processes to regional or local scales of interest. 

WRF MODEL 

Partner NCSRD 

Scope and Use  

Dynamical downscaling refers to the use of high-resolution regional 
simulations to dynamically extrapolate the effects of large-scale 
climate processes to regional or local scales of interest. This technique 
is applied with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model. 
 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
WRF model has been adapted to simulate local climate processes for 
the area of our interest. 

Use in case studies Cyprus virtual city 

Coding Language Fortran 

Input Data 

Climate Parameters (units) of global reanalysis data 

(grib files)   

Spatial and Temporal type 

 

Output Data 

Climate variables 

Format (netCDF)   

Spatial and Temporal type 

 

Uncertainty (if any) - 

References / Citations  
Skamarock WC et al (2008), A description of the advanced research 
WRF version 3. NCAR tech. note TN-475_STR, 113 pp. 

Basic Information of tool 

The WRF system contains two dynamical solvers, referred to as the 
ARW (Advanced Research WRF) core and the NMM (Non-hydrostatic 
Mesoscale Model) core. Version 3.6.1 

 

Photos / screen shoots 

 

WRF model domains: 20 km (Domain 
1:Europe)  

and 5 km (Domain 2: Greece) 
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3 Estimation of climate event likelihood 

The core element of the EU-CIRCLE Risk Management Framework involves the estimation of 
likelihood/probability of occurrence, linked to D3.4, to generate indicators related to the risks or to climate 
indices that give measure of a risk appearing or not. Based on the threshold related to quantitative critical 
values and the indicators that have been specified and the processed data, we calculate the probability of 
occurrence of rare/extreme events or its return period under the specific scenario. In this section, 
processing tools based on Extreme Value Theory and the computations of risk indicators are presented. 

3.1 Indicator generation tools 

 

G-FMIS_FWI  Tool  

Partner NCSRD 

Scope and Use  
G-FMIS_FWI tool estimates Fire Weather Index (FWI), Drought Code 
(DC) and Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC), daily maps using the FWI 
Canadian System Equations.  

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework Estimation of FWI for the case studies related to the risk of forest fire 

Use in case studies Virtual City, South France, Cyprus  

Coding Language C++ 

Input Data 

The daily input parameters are:  

- Wind speed in m/sec at 12 UTC 

- Air Relative Humidity in % at 12 UTC 

- Temperature in Celsius at 12 UTC 

- Total daily Precipitation in mm 

Format:  ASCII-Grid files    

Type: Spatial and Temporal  

Output Data 

Parameters (units): 

Daily maps for FWI, DC, FFMC 

Format:  ASCII-Grid files    

Type: Spatial and Temporal 

Uncertainty (if any) - 

References / Citations  

Van Wagner CE (1987), Development and structure of the Canadian 
Forest Fire Weather Index System. Canadian Forestry Service, 
Headquarters, Ottawa. Forestry Technical Report 35, 35 p 
. 

Basic Information of tool 
G-FMIS_FWI is a tool included in the proprietary G-FMIS software suite. 
It is a Stand-alone tool which can run on both Windows and Linux 
environments, as a desktop application or as a web-service. 
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Photos / screen shoots 

 
 

3.2 Extreme value analysis  

Octave/MATLAB implementation of GEV 

Partner DHMZ 

Scope and Use  
Extreme value theory is well established tool for analysing climate 
extremes. Extreme Value distribution (GEV) is most commonly used in 
modelling annual extremes of climate parameters.  

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
Extreme value analysis is used to estimate the expected climate values 
for various return periods.  

Use in case studies 
DHMZ can support the application of GEV analysis to EU-CIRCLE case 
studies. An example of Octave/MATLAB implementation is prepared for 
the D3.2. 

Coding Language Octave /MATLAB 

Input Data 

Parameters: annual maximum (e.g. hourly or daily precipitation 
amount, wind speed, etc.) 

Format: ASCII, table (can be extended to other input formats) 

Type: temporal (can be applied separately to the gridded datasets) 

Output Data 

Parameters: return period units are typically “years” 

Format: ASCII, table 

Type: can be applied to gridded datasets. One “return period” per grid 
element. 

Uncertainty (if any) Methodology limitations will be provided in D3.2. 

References/Citations  

Coles, S. (2001) An Introduction to Statistical Modelling of Extreme 
Values. Springer-Verlag: London, UK. 
Holmes, J. D. (2001) Wind loading of structures. Spon Press, 356 p. 

Palutikof, J. P., Brabson, B. B., Lister, D. H. and Adcock, S. T. (1999), A 
review of methods to calculate extreme wind speeds. Met. Apps, 6: 
119–132. doi:10.1017/S1350482799001103 

Basic Information of tool 
Octave/MATLAB example scripts for the return period estimation will 
be provided in D3.2. The main component is the application of the 
gevfit() function. 

Photos/screen shoots 
Octave/MATLAB code used for the return period estimation does not 
have graphical interface. 
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R programming implementation of EVT 

Partner NCSRD 

Scope and Use  
Extreme value theory (EVT) complements the descriptive indices to 
evaluate the intensity and frequency of rare events that lie far in the tails 
of the probability distribution of climate variables. 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
Estimation of the expected climate values for various return periods [20, 
25, 50, 100, 500] and the probability of exceeding a value from time-
series of climate values. 

Use in case studies 
NCSRD can support the application of GEV analysis to EU-CIRCLE case 
studies.  

Coding Language R programming tool 

Input Data 

Parameters: annual maximum (e.g. 3hourly or daily precipitation 
amount(mm), temperature(°C), wind speed(m/s), etc.) 

Format: csv files 

Type: temporal (can be applied separately to the gridded datasets) 

Output Data 

Parameters: return period units are typically “years”, probability of 
exceeding a value 

Format: csv, netCDF 

Type: One “return period” per grid element. 

Uncertainty (if any)  

References / Citations  

Coles, S. (2001) An Introduction to Statistical Modelling of Extreme 
Values. Springer-Verlag: London, UK. 

https://www.r-project.org/about.html 

https://artax.karlin.mff.cuni.cz/rhelp/library/fExtremes/html/GpdModelli
ng.html 

Eric Gilleland, Richard W. Katz (2016). extRemes 2.0: An Extreme Value 
Analysis Package in R. Journal of Statistical Software, 72(8), 1-39. 
doi:10.18637/jss.v072.i08 

Basic Information of tool 

R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics. It 
is a GNU project which was developed at Bell Laboratories (formerly 
AT&T, now Lucent Technologies). R provides a wide variety of statistical 
(linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical tests, time-series 
analysis, classification, clustering …) and graphical techniques, and is 
highly extensible. 

The extreme value theory is applied through extRemes package. 

extRemes is a suite of functions for carrying out analyses on the extreme 
values of a process of interest; be they block maxima over long blocks or 
excesses over a high threshold. 

Versions >= 2.0-0 of this package differ considerably from the original 
package (versions <= 1.65), which was largely a package of graphical user 
interfaces (GUIs) mostly calling functions from the ismev package; a 
companion software package to Coles (2001). The former GUI windows 
of extRemes (<= 1.65) now run the command-line functions of extRemes 

https://artax.karlin.mff.cuni.cz/rhelp/library/fExtremes/html/GpdModelling.html
https://artax.karlin.mff.cuni.cz/rhelp/library/fExtremes/html/GpdModelling.html
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(>= 2.0) and have been moved to a new package called in2extRemes. 

Photos / screen shoots  

 

ESD Tool  

Partner METNO 

Scope and Use  

Probability and frequency of exceedance of critical values of (extreme) 
weather events P(X>x0). The ‘esd tool’ in this case is used to downscale 
the probability density function of indices and deduce the probability of 
exceedance of critical events. 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 

The ‘esd’ tool has been adapted and further developed to provide 
probability of exceedance of extreme events in case studies in EU-
CiIRCLE, but in addition, it offers many basic and general functions for 
data (pre/post) processing. 

Use in case studies Case studies 1, 3,4, and 5 

Coding Language R programming language 

Input Data 

precipitation (mm/day), temperature (deg. C), sea level pressure (hPa), 
sea surface temperature (deg. C), number of fires (-), wind (m/s), sea 
level (m) 

Format  

R-binary (Rda), netCDF, ASCII   

Spatial and Temporal type 

Output Data 

Parameters (units) 

Number of events exceeding a critical value of the following indices:  
Burned Areas, Number of simultaneous fires, synoptic storms, number of 
ship accidents, sea level rise. 

Format  

rda, ASCII, csv 

Spatial and Temporal type 

Uncertainty (if any) confidence interval based on the multi-model ensemble of projections 

References / Citations  https://github.com/metno/esd/blob/master/esd.pdf 

Basic Information of tool 

ESD tool (‘esd’ package version 1.7009) is an R-package freely available by 
the Norwegian Meteorological Institute (MET Norway) for retrieving and 
manipulating large samples of meteorological, climate and model data 
from various sources (local as well as global climate data sets), including 
conversion tools to a standardised format. The package additionally 
contains suitable functionalities for performing various statistical 
analyses and statistical downscaling of climate model outputs. 

Photos / screen shoots  
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3.3 Scenario Selection tool 

 

Since the present situation and the climate change are understood (e.g. type of hazards, return period of 
event), the first stage of the risk analysis involves the selection of various threat scenarios that are likely to 
occur and may cause to CI significant impacts. In order to study the identified risks, their probability of 
occurrence and their severity, the appropriate scenario selection process will be based on the definition of 
thresholds (by the user) of examined indices that may be also related to critical infrastructure and 
engineering standards. 

 

Scenario selection tool 

Partner NCSRD 

Scope and Use  
The scope and use of this tool is the selection of various threat scenarios 
that that are likely to occur. The dates of these scenarios will be the 
reference point for CIRP analysis 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
This tool is applied on the case studies in EU-CIRCLE for the selection of 
various threat scenarios. 

Use in case studies All 

Coding Language R programming 

Input Data 

precipitation (mm/day), temperature (deg. C), sea level pressure (hPa), 
sea surface temperature (deg. C), number of fires (-), wind (m/s) 

Format (csv)   

Temporal type 

Output Data 

Dates of critical events 

Format: csv   

Type: Temporal  

Uncertainty (if any) - 

References / Citations  

Husson, F., Le, S. and Pages, J. (2010). Exploratory Multivariate Analysis 
by Example Using R, Chapman and Hall. 

Forgy, E. W. (1965) Cluster analysis of multivariate data: efficiency vs 
interpretability of classifications. Biometrics 21, 768–769. 

Hartigan, J. A. and Wong, M. A. (1979). A K-means clustering algorithm. 
Applied Statistics 28, 100–108. 

Lloyd, S. P. (1957, 1982) Least squares quantization in PCM. Technical 
Note, Bell Laboratories. Published in 1982 in IEEE Transactions on 
Information Theory 28, 128–137. 

MacQueen, J. (1967) Some methods for classification and analysis of 
multivariate observations. In Proceedings of the Fifth Berkeley 
Symposium on Mathematical Statistics and Probability, eds L. M. Le Cam 
& J. Neyman, 1, pp. 281–297. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press. 

Basic Information of tool 
Methodology is based on the sequential application of the series of data 
handling and processing options that includes:  
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 Selection of spatial and temporal multi-dimensional datasets of 
climate variables. 

 Identification of groups of scenarios (clusters) with common 
properties (cases of threshold exceedance) using a modified 
outlier removal k-means clustering algorithm. 

Photos / screen shoots  
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4 Hazard Tools 

One of the objectives of WP2 is to capture the climate data and their metadata annotations that 
characterize the climate related hazards. This section involves the description of secondary hazard models 
(forest fires, hydrological models etc.) that will provide model generated parameters which in turn will 
impact the operation on the various critical infrastructures which will determine the damages and lead to 
economic loss evaluation. 

 

4.1 Caddies  

 

CADDIES was developed to provide fast simulations of flood scenarios at continental scales, uncertainty 
analysis, and near real time flood forecasting to deliver rapid hazard assessment with good accuracy. 

 

CADDIES 

Partner UNEXE 

Scope and Use  

CADDIES was developed to provide fast simulations of flood scenarios at 
continental scales, uncertainty analysis, and near real time flood 
forecasting. It utilises graphical processing unit (GPU) paralleling 
technology and the cellular automata methodology in flood modelling 
to deliver rapid hazard assessment with good accuracy. 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
It has been applied to analyse flood situations for future climate 
conditions. 

Use in case studies Torbay (UK,) International Case Study (Bagladesh), Cyprus 

Coding Language C++ 

Input Data 

Digital Terrain Model, Rainfall spatial variation, Roughness, Infiltration 
(all in ASCII raster format) 

Rainfall hydrograph, Sea level or River level (time series data in CSV 
format) 

Output Data 

Flood maps (depth, velocity) in ASCII raster format 

Flood hydrographs at selected locations (with higher output frequency 
than flood maps) in CSV format 

Uncertainty (if any) - 

References / Citations  

 Guidolin M, Chen AS, Ghimire B, Keedwell EC, Djordjevic S, Savic DA. 
(2016) A weighted cellular automata 2D inundation model for rapid 
flood analysis, Environmental Modelling and Software, 84, 378-394, 
doi:10.1016/j.envsoft.2016.07.008. 

 Gibson MJ, Savid DA, DJordjevid S, Chen AS, Fraser S, Watson T. 
(2016) Accuracy and computational efficiency of 2D urban surface 
flood modelling based on cellular automata, 12th International 
Conference on Hydroinformatics, HIC 2016, Incheon, South Korea, 
21st - 26th Aug 2016, 2th International Conference on 
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Hydroinformatics (HIC 2016) - Smart Water for the Future, 154, 801-
810, doi:10.1016/j.proeng.2016.07.409.  

 Guidolin M, Chen AS, Keedwell EC, Djordjevic S, Savic DA. (2015) On 
Exploiting Advance Parallel Techniques for Fast Modelling of 
Potential Pipe Failure Flooding Events at Citywide Scale, Advances in 
Numerical Modelling of Hydrodynamics Workshop, 24th - 24th Mar 
2015. 

 Guidolin M, Duncan A, Ghimire B, Gibson M, Keedwell EC, Chen AS, 
Djordjevid S, Savid DA. (2012) CADDIES: a new framework for rapid 
development of parallel cellular automata algorithms for flood 
simulation, 10th International Conference on Hydroinformatics HIC 
2012, Hamburg, Germany, 14th - 18th Jul 2012 

Basic Information of tool 

CADDIES is a fast model that adopts cellular automata methodology to 
simulate flood propagation using simplified transition rules, instead of 
solving complex hydraulic equations. The implementation of GPU 
computing further speeds up its performance that makes its 
applications for continental flood modelling possible. CADDIES can be 
used to simulate pluvial, fluvial and coastal events that are driven by 
spatio-temporal varied rainfall, river floods, or changing sea levels. 

Photos / screen shoots  

 

 

4.2 FIRETACTIC 

 

FIRETACTIC simulator is used by fire-fighters in real time to plan the fire contour locations in the next hours, 
used for typical Mediterranean fuels. 

 

FIRETACTIC 

Partner CEREN 

Scope and Use  
Fire propagation simulator used by fire-fighters in real time to plan the 
fire contour locations in the next hours.  

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
To evaluate fire characteristics as fire spread, fire intensity, compare 
the differences obtained with actual climate conditions and the future 
ones and evaluate the damages to critical infrastructures. 

Use in case studies Case study 1 (France) 

Coding Language Internal Intergraph company coding  

Input Data 
Digital terrain model, vegetation map, meteorological conditions 
(temperature, air relative humidity, sunshine, soil water content) 

Output Data 
Fire spread, fire contour. The fire intensity should be derived from 
additional calculation 
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Uncertainty (if any) - 

References / Citations  
https://www.intergraph.com/assets/pdf/Bouches-du-
Rhone_CaseStudy.pdf 

Basic Information of tool 
Fire tactic is used for typical Mediterranean fuels. The actual integrated 
digital terrain model is of 50 meters. It can be adapted to other fuels if 
some characteristics are given.  

Photos / screen shoots 

 
 

4.3 Fire smoke estimation  

 

Fire Emission Production Simulator (FEPS) is a user-friendly computer program designed for managing data 
concerning consumption, emissions and heat release characteristics of prescribed burns and wildland fires. 

 

Fire Emission Production Simulator (FEPS) 

Partner NCSRD 

Scope and Use  

Fire Emission Production Simulator (FEPS) is a user-friendly computer 
program designed for scientists and resource managers with some 
working knowledge of Microsoft Windows applications. The software 
manages data concerning consumption, emissions and heat release 
characteristics of prescribed burns and wildland fires. 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
FEPS has been used to simulate fire consumption, emissions and heat 
release characteristics for the cases studies related to forest fires within 
EU-CIRCLE. 

Use in case studies Virtual City, Case Study1 

Coding Language Executable available for downloading  

Input Data 

- Description of an event. This description includes the name, location, 
start date, end date, and other miscellaneous properties. 
- For the event, up to five unique fuel profiles may be specified. Each 
profile includes fuel loading and fuel moisture information. 
 - Indication how the Event behaves over time. 

Format: User Inputs via a GUI  

Type: Spatial & Temporal 
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Output Data 

Parameters (units) 

- Total fuel consumption for each profile. Flaming, short-term 
smoldering and long-term smoldering involvement and 
consumption. 

- Emissions and heat release parameters on an hourly basis. Fuel 
characteristics for each hour are managed by distributing the 
fire across the five user-specified fuel profiles. 

Format:  ASCII files  

Type: Spatial & Temporal 

Uncertainty (if any)  

References / Citations  https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/fera/feps/ 

Basic Information of tool 

FEPS can be used for most forest, shrub and grassland types in North 
America and the world. The program allows users to produce 
reasonable results with very little information by providing default 
values and calculations; advanced users can customize the data they 
provide to produce very refined results. 

Photos / screen shoots 

 
 

4.4 G-FMIS-Fire Simulator 

 

G-FMIS (Geographic Fire Management Information System) is a Decision Support System consisting of a 
set of applications including a forest fire behaviour and propagation simulator. 

 

G.FMIS 

Partner NCSRD 

Scope and Use  

G-FMIS (Geographic Fire Management Information System) is a 
Decision Support System consisting of a set of applications 
including a forest fire behaviour and propagation simulator.  G-
FMIS simulates fire behaviour using Rothermel’s model and fire 
propagation using cellular automata techniques based on Dijskra 
algorithm. G-FMIS is a proprietary product and is available in 
both Desktop and Web version.  

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
G-FMIS has been used to simulate fire behaviour and fire 
propagation for the cases studies related to forest fires within 
EU-CIRCLE. 
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Use in case studies Virtual City, Cyprus, South France 

Coding Language C++ (executables) 

Input Data 

- Initial parameters for a forest fire event. These include location of 
ignition, duration of the fire, simulation time steps.  

- Weather and fuel conditions. These include direct or indirect 
estimation of fine fuel moisture, wind speed and direction 
measurements. 

- Maps of fuel types and topography (aspect, slope, altitude) 

Format: User Inputs via a GUI & grid ASCII files 

Type: Spatial & Temporal 

Output Data 

- Fireline intensity mapping 

- Rate of spread mapping 

- Forest fire contours 

Format:  GRID- ASCII files, shape-files, kml files    

Type: Spatial & Temporal 

Uncertainty (if any) - 

References / Citations  www.g-fmis.gr 

Basic Information of tool 

G-FMIS Fire Simulator provides many services, for wind-field 
calculation, fire behaviour and propagation simulation and 
transformation of output data for presentation in web-mapping 
environments (Google Earth, Google maps etc.) 

Photos / screen shoots 
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4.5 Atmospheric Dispersion of pollutants (smoke from forest fires – toxics from spills) 

 

The HYSPLIT model is a complete system for computing simple air parcel trajectories, as well as complex 
transport, dispersion, chemical transformation, and deposition simulations. HYSPLIT continues to be one of 
the most extensively used atmospheric transport and dispersion model in the atmospheric sciences 
community. 

HYSPLIT 

Partner NCSRD 

Scope and Use  HYSPLIT has been used in forecasting the release of wildfire smoke. 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
HYSPLIT has been used to simulate the atmospheric transport, 
dispersion, and deposition of pollutants, caused by forest fires. 

Use in case studies Case study 1 (France) 

Coding Language Fortran 

Input Data 
Format netCDF, GRIB  

Type Spatial/Temporal 

Output Data 
Format ASCII, EPS, BINARY, Shape, kml 

Type Spatial/Temporal 

Uncertainty (if any) NaN 

References / Citations  https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-14-00110.1 

Basic Information of tool 

The HYSPLIT model is a complete system for computing simple air parcel 
trajectories, as well as complex transport, dispersion, chemical 
transformation, and deposition simulations. HYSPLIT has been used in a 
variety of simulations describing the atmospheric transport, dispersion, 
and deposition of pollutants and hazardous materials. Some examples of 
the applications include tracking and forecasting the release of 
radioactive material, wildfire smoke, windblown dust, pollutants from 
various stationary and mobile emission sources, allergens and volcanic 
ash. 

Photos / screen shoots 
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5 Geospatial processing tools 

In this section, it is presented a set of geospatial processing tools needed to re-project, re-grid and re-map 
the primary climate data derived from the climate databases and climatological models, in order to prepare 
input files in the appropriate format for the CIRP and SimICI. 

CDO&GDAL-based re-gridding and re-projection script 

Partner DHMZ 

Scope and Use  

A combination of CDO (described in this document) and GDAL tools used 
to (1) interpolate RCM output from original grid to regular lon-lat grid, 
and (2) remap and reformat the results of the previous step for the 
purpose of the GIS tools.  

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
CDO&GDAL can be used to prepare input files for the CIRP and SimICI, or 
as an intermediate step for any software than can read standard 
meteorological and GIS formats. 

Use in case studies 

CDO is used e.g. to (1) select specific periods and (2) select specific sub-
areas from the regional climate models’ output available from the ESGF 
system. 

GDAL is used (1) to convert netCDF files to TIFF files, (2) to select 
subdomain from the input TIFF file and (3) to convert the results of the 
previous step to netCDF and ASCII formats. 

Coding Language 
CDO&GDAL instructions can be incorporated in standard Unix shell 
scripts such as Bash scripts. 

Input Data Input data for this chain of instructions are in the netCDF3 format. 

Output Data 
Output data from this chain of instructions (for the French case study) are 
in the ASCII format. 

Uncertainty (if any) 
Interpolation and regridding can introduce numerical errors. These errors 
should be estimated case by case. 

References / Citations  

For CDO: Schulzweida, U. (2017), CDO User Guide, 
https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo/embedded/cdo.pdf  

 

For GDAL no specific Citation is defined. “GDAL is a translator library for 
raster and vector geospatial data formats that is released under an X/MIT 
style Open Source license by the Open Source Geospatial Foundation.” 
[from http://www.gdal.org/] 

Basic Information of tool 

Version 2.2.2 of GDAL is available as of September 2017. 

Under Ubuntu system, the installation is trivial “sudo apt-get install gdal-
bin” 

Photos / screen shoots CDO&GDAL are a command line tools without the graphical interface. 
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R-based re-projection, data format conversion and visualisation tool 

Partner DHMZ 

Scope and Use  

R scripts are used to: (1) reproject RCM netCDF formatted output from 
spherical to regular lon-lat grid to a case-specific spatial domain, (2) 
check the results compared to CDO procedure, and (3) export to GIS 
formats (asc, geotif …) or netCDF. The script loads selected R geo-
processing libraries and connects to CDO. ASC raster file extension is used 
for "ASCII grid" called also "ESRI ASCII raster format". 

Link to EU-CIRCLE framework 
R scripts can be used to prepare input climate data for the CIRP and 
SimICI, as an intermediate step for any software than can read standard 
meteorological and GIS formats, and as a visualisation tool. 

Use in case studies 

R script is used to: (1) read and examine the netCDF climate data, (2) 
select specific periods and sub-areas from the regional climate models’ 
output available from the ESGF system, (3) convert netCDF files to asc or 
tif, (4) reproject climate data to output grid domain specific to show case, 
and (5) visualise data with other spatial data like administrative borders. 

Coding Language R commands in R scripts. 

Input Data 
Climate input data for this chain of instructions are in the netCDF or ASCII 
grid format. Administrative data are downloaded from 
http://www.gadm.org through getData command in raster package. 

Output Data 
Output data from this chain of instructions (for the French case study) are 
in the asc format or internal rds R format. 

Uncertainty (if any) 
Re-projection of raster files can introduce errors. The resolution of the 
output raster should normally be like that of the input raster. These 
errors should be estimated case by case. 

References / Citations  

David Pierce (2017). ncdf4: Interface to Unidata netCDF (Version 4 or 
Earlier) Format Data Files. R package version 1.16. https://CRAN.R-
project.org/package=ncdf4 

David Bronaugh for the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium (2014). 
ncdf4.helpers: Helper functions for use with the ncdf4 package. R 
package version 0.3-3. https://CRAN.R-
project.org/package=ncdf4.helpers 

Roger Bivand and Nicholas Lewin-Koh (2017). maptools: Tools for 
Reading and Handling Spatial Objects. R package version 0.9-2. 
https://CRAN.R-roject.org/package=maptools 

Roger Bivand, Tim Keitt and Barry Rowlingson (2017). rgdal: Bindings for 
the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library. R package version 1.2-8. 
https://CRAN.Rproject.org/package=rgdal 

Robert J. Hijmans (2016). Raster: Geographic Data Analysis and Modeling. 
R package version 2.5-8. https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=raster 

Basic Information of tool 

Libraries are installed in R command prompt or in R script with 

install.packages(c("ncdf4", "raster") 

R libraries:  
-ncdf4 Provides a high-level R interface to data files written using 

http://www.gadm.org/#_blank
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Unidata's netCDF library (version 4 or earlier), which are binary data files 
that are portable across platforms and include metadata information in 
addition to the data sets.  Using this package, netCDF files can be opened 
and data sets read in. It is also easy to create new netCDF dimensions, 
variables, and files, in either version 3 or 4 format, and manipulate 
existing netCDF files. 
 
-ncdf4.helpers Provides many helper functions for netCDF files opened 
using the ncdf4 package. For future use see also functions to ease 
dealing with CMIP5 data: get.split.filename.cmip5. 
 
-maptools (Set of tools for manipulating and reading geographic data, in 
particular 'ESRI Shapefiles'; C code used from 'shapelib'.) 
 
-rgdal (Provides bindings to Frank Warmerdam's Geospatial Data 
Abstraction Library (GDAL) (>= 1.6.3) and access to 
projection/transformation operations from the PROJ.4 library. The GDAL 
and PROJ.4 libraries are external to the package, and, when installing the 
package from source, must be correctly installed first. Both GDAL raster 
and OGR vector map data can be imported into R, and GDAL raster data 
and OGR vector data exported.) 
 
-raster (Reading, writing, manipulating, analysing and modelling of 
gridded spatial data. The package implements basic and high-level 
functions. Processing of very large files is supported.) 

Photos / screen shoots  

 

http://127.0.0.1:20255/help/library/ncdf4.helpers/help/get.split.filename.cmip5

